Key indicators: single-crystal X-ray study; T = 296 K; mean (V-O) = 0.001 Å; R factor = 0.016; wR factor = 0.037; data-to-parameter ratio = 21.3.
The title compound, Cd 2 V 2 O 7 , was obtained under hydrothermal conditions. Different from the known monoclinic form, the new polymorph of Cd 2 V 2 O 7 has triclinic symmetry and is isotypic with Ca 2 V 2 O 7 . The building units of the crystal structure are two Cd 2+ cations, with coordination numbers of six and seven, and two V atoms with a tetrahedral and a significantly distorted trigonal-pyramidal coordination environment, respectively. Two VO 5 pyramids share an edge and each pyramid is connected to one VO 4 tetrahedron via a corner atom, forming an isolated V 4 O 14 8À anion. These anions are arranged in sheets parallel to (211) and are linked through the Cd 2+ cations into a three-dimensional framework structure.
Related literature
For Ca 2 V 2 O 7 , isotypic with the title compound, see: Trunov et al. (1983) . For the structure of the monoclinic polymorph of Cd 2 V 2 O 7 , see: Au & Calvo (1967) . For the thermal stability of the monoclinic polymorph, see: Krasnenko & Rotermel (2010) . For applications of vanadates, see: Jin et al. (2013) ; Valverde et al. (2012) . For bond-valence analysis, see: Brown & Altermatt (1985) . (Trunov et al., 1983) .
Experimental

Crystal data
The structure of the title compound is built up from two types of vanadium sites and two types of cadmium sites, each with a different oxygen coordination as shown in Fig 8-groups into a threedimensional framework (Fig. 3 ). In the monoclinic Cd 2 V 2 O 7 polymorph, the CdO 6 octahedra share edges and form sheets with six-membered rings that are linked by (V 2 O 7 ) 4-groups.
Experimental
Crystals of the title compound were isolated from the hydrothermal treatment of cadmium oxide, ammonium metavanadate and zinc oxide in a molar ratio Cd:V:Zn = 11 presumably acted as a mineralizing agent. The hydrothermal reaction was conducted in a 23 ml Teflon-lined autoclave, filled to 50% with distilled water and under autogeneous pressure at 493 K for four days. After being filtered off, washed with deionized water and air dried, the reaction product consists of colourless sheet-shaped crystals corresponding to the title compound.
Refinement
The highest peak and the deepest hole in the final Fourier map are at 1.69 Å and 0.08 Å, from O2 and Cd2, respectively.
Reflections (200) and (020) were omitted from the refinement due to large differences between observed and calculated intensities. 
Computing details
Figure 1
The coordination environment of the Cd and V sites in the crystal structure of the title compound, triclinic Cd 2 V 2 O 7 .
Displacement ellipsoids are drawn at the 70% probability level. A three dimensional view of the crystal structure of triclinic Cd 2 V 2 O 7 showing the stacking of the cadium and vanadium layers that extend parallel to (211).
Dicadmium divanadate(V)
Crystal data ) is used only for calculating R-factors(gt) etc. and is not relevant to the choice of reflections for refinement. R-factors based on F 2 are statistically about twice as large as those based on F, and R-factors based on all data will be even larger. Symmetry codes: (i) −x, −y+1, −z+1; (ii) −x+1, −y, −z+1; (iii) −x+1, −y+1, −z+1; (iv) x−1, y, z+1; (v) x, y, z+1; (vi) −x+2, −y, −z+1.
Fractional atomic coordinates and isotropic or equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å
